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The PCRE recursiveness limit is a maximum amount of memory that is
allocated to allocate groups to handle each pattern's subpatterns. The default
limit of 120 MB (the same as the default Perl limit) should be high enough to
handle most cases. If your application has a large amount of data to match
against, it is wise to increase the recursion limit. For real-world examples of
problems caused by incorrect configuration of PCRE's memory limits, see this
page of the pcre wiki. To change the recursion limit, run pcre32config. There
is no corresponding Perl function, so PCRE tries to emulate Perl's built-in
function, which will normally change the value of the PCRE_MULTILINE
constant to 0, which means a count. PCRE uses two pcre_callout_functions to
implement callout functions. These may also be set using the
PCRE_CALLOUT option of pcre32config. This option exists to allow defining a
handler function to be called if a match occurs. The normal
PCRE_DOLLAR_ENDONLY matching function will, in effect, set this to call a
function in the standard way whenever it encounters a character other than a
'$' character. To disable the default behavior, use the function
PCRE_DOLLAR_ENDONLY_NO_NULL. This option exists to support callouts
and should be used when building an application that uses callouts. If you do
not define this option, PCRE will use callouts only if built with the
PCRE_CALLOUT flag set at configure time. PCRE has a few different
implementations. The default (default_modes) is a standard C
implementation, but you can also obtain an implementation that uses realloc()
instead of malloc() or a non-standardized internal implementation. To define
the external memory block (the one used by the C standard library
implementation), use the PCRE_EXTRA option. To set the external memory
size, use the PCRE_EXTRA_EXECUTE option. PCRE can handle patterns
containing \N repeated many times. If the pattern contains \N, PCRE uses the
following function call structure. The data at the start of the block is used to
hold the contents of the PCRE_ERROR_SIZE bytes at the start of the internal
block. Because the start of the block is passed as 04aeff104c
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